PVC IN-LINE SPRING CHECK VALVE
T/S-611

Threaded or solvent end versions
Designed for Schedule 40 PVC pipe, but will accept Schedule 80
Poppet design allows linear flow with minimal pressure drop
Soft-seated, fully-guided poppet offers silent operation
May be installed vertically or horizontally
Cracking pressure: 1/2-lb. positive pressure
Not suitable for compressed air service
Manufactured using 100% virgin resin

Working Pressure, Non-Shock (PSI)
Saturated Steam: Not recommended for steam service
CWP: 150 psi @ 73 degrees F
Maximum Service Temperature: 140 degrees F

Manufactured in an ISO 9002 accredited facility

**The Cv Factor is the gallons of water per minute passed through the valve with a 1 PSI pressure drop**